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On what he thought of the Quarterbacks plays 
“Obviously we came out, threw the ball around. It’s something we 
wanted to do. I wanted to watch how they handled things, their 
decision making. I thought Mark [Sanchez] did really good. Just had 
the one mistake with the football that we’re continuing to try and 
correct, he knows that. I thought Trevor [Siemian] was good, put some 
deep balls in some good places, some plays we should have made for 
him. Then Paxton [Lynch] for the first time out, I thought it was very 
solid. His reactions were good. Obviously he got sacked a few times, 
but as a group I thought it was a good step. I think they went out and 
played how they’ve been practicing. They’ve been pretty solid so we 
just have to keep moving forward.”  
 
On if he hopes to get Trevor Siemian starter reps in the next game 
“I don’t know. I am kind of going day to day. Obviously, Mark 
[Sanchez] and Trevor get starter reps in practice every day. The 
amount that we played our first group tonight, there’s no way we could 
get that done. We are going to play more next week. I’ll see how we 
do. We kind of have three games next week. We have two practices 
against the Niners and then play them on Saturday, so a lot of good 
evaluation will still take place next week.” 
 
On the defense’s players, schemes and coaches 
“Well the nice thing is that there are a lot of faces not out there 
but yet the play was very solid, it was fast, a lot of good things 
going on. Last year, we were deep. We played a lot of people and we 
played extremely well, we know that. It sure looks like we have a 
chance to be deep again. Some faces out there. I noticed Krag [Kyle 
Kragen] playing well, some of the secondary things going on. We’ve got 
some good young players we need to keep catching up.” 
 
On which of the young players impressed him most tonight 
“It’s hard. Let me go back and look. There were about three offensive 
linemen that only got to play at the end. I need to get them more 
involved next week. I think everyone played, let me go see. Nice thing 
is if you score in three phases of football that’s a good thing. 
Always preaching being able to win three ways as a team and build a 
score three ways as a team is very impressive. I need to go back and 
look.” 
 
On the plan to throw the ball more 
“I hoped Mark [Sanchez] and Trevor [Siemian] to throw it 10-12 times 
each. Then just watch the decisions and those type of things. I think 
we got that done as I look right here, 12 and 13. Then Paxton [Lynch] 
plays the second half and I wish I would have thrown a little more 
with him, but Kapri [Bibbs] having a great camp really deserves those 
carries. I think we have a lot of tape to look at.” 
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On Trevor Siemian’s development over the past year 
“Trevor is in command of what we do. He’s probably in the best command 
in all honesty because Mark [Sanchez] continues to learn our offense, 
and he’s doing a great job but Trevor has been on for a year and a 
half. Trevor is in command of what we do, how we do it, what we want 
to get done. He just needs to play. Obviously he hasn’t played as much 
football as Mark has played, but Trevor is becoming a pro and he has a 
lot of confidence in himself. You see it every day in this 
competition. It’s going to make us better as a team and both of them 
better as players.” 
 
On the top two receivers, Bennie Fowler and Cody Latimer 
“You know what is interesting? Guys that are having good camps come 
out and play good in preseason. Cody has had a great camp, Bennie has 
had a great camp. DT [Demaryius Thomas] has had a great camp. He comes 
out there tonight and plays briefly, but obviously he’s a big factor. 
Those things tend to carry over, our receiver competition is very 
strong and we need to continue to look at those young guys. I just see 
carry over is all I see.” 
 
On the drives with Mark and the three 3rd downs 
“I think we made three big 3rd downs. The thing that is impressive is 
first play of the game we have a mistake, I think we get a holding 
call, am I right? So now you’re out there first play of the game 
you’re 1st and 20, he made up all those situations. Played smart 
football, got us back in position to make 3rd downs. That’s what you 
have to do as a quarterback. I think he will continue to improve, 
that’s what we are doing, we had way too many penalties tonight, 
that’s a big negative. I think we had five or six offensive holding 
calls. Brick [James Ferentz] lost his cool after a big play late in 
the game, so that’s something we have to correct.” 
 
On punt block and what he saw on last play to set up the field goal 
“Trevor [Siemian] moves pretty good. He’s not a guy that’s going to go 
out and run all over the field, but he has a knack for moving away 
from the rush, making plays. He got the team in position, we just 
didn’t protect on field goals very good. Trevor understands 
situations, he knows what he has to do we just didn’t convert it.” 
 
On Riley Dixon and Kalif Raymond on the punt returns 
“I thought they were both effective. One of the things we are watching 
closely in the holding. Britt’s [Britton Colquitt] been a holder and a 
very good one. Young punter is a holder too that Brandon [Marshall] is 
happy to learn to work with, that’s something that’s part of the 
equation. As far as the returners, I think they both did good. I think 
Kalif [Raymond] handled the ball well, and then getting the young guy 
in there in the second half, I think he looked explosive except for a 
penalty here or there that brought some stuff back. We are going to 
continue to look at those young guys. We know what Jordan [Norwood] is 
capable to doing and what he has done for our team in the past.”   
 
 
 
 



  
 
MARK SANCHEZ, QB  
 
On the Broncos start 
“It was a great start, to go down and score, to overcome a penalty and 
stand in there on third down. DT (Demaryius Thomas) just made a route 
look easy, running down the field like that. That was fun. It was good 
to get hit and bounce back up and lead the team down the field. I had 
a ton of support from these guys. It felt great.” 
 
On his interception 
“I thought it was a safe enough throw. I think he got his left pinky 
fingernail on it and tipped it right to somebody. That was 
unfortunate. Those things happen. You try and eliminate those. We’ll 
learn from it and won’t let it happen again.” 
 
On making an impression on the opening drive 
“I thought it was important for us to score on that first drive. Not 
just a field goal, but get six points. To stand in there on third down 
and take a hit, I think it was (Danny) Trevathan who kind of smacked 
me there, it’s nice to pop up from a hit like that. They never feel 
good, but they feel better when your guy is standing in the end zone 
with the ball. Emmanuel (Sanders) made some great catches for me. 
Bennie (Fowler) was out there making catches. Virgil Green over the 
middle. We had plenty of targets out there. Those guys did a great job 
of wiggling free and getting open for me. Offensive line did a great 
job of protecting. The running backs got us a ton of yards on the 
ground, so that was great.” 
 
PAXTON LYNCH, QB  
 
On his performance 
“It felt good to go out there and play against a real defense and be 
live and get hit and move around in the pocket and make some throws. 
It felt good to go against a live defense and get those reps.” 
 
On his first completion 
“It felt good, just to get the first one out of the way. I was hoping 
I would be able to get a touchdown tonight, but I didn’t. We moved the 
ball pretty well. There were a couple of penalties that hurt us there 
late, especially with the younger guys.” 
 
On feeling comfortable just being able to play 
“I felt really comfortable with the game plan. The way we put the game 
plan together and the plays we had in there and the plays they called 
when I was out there were pretty simple to run and stuff I was good 
at, so I felt really comfortable.” 
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T.J. WARD, S  
On getting back to playing football 
“We wanted to come in and show ourselves that we haven’t lost a beat. 
We’re the same team from last year. I think we did that. The way we’ve 
been preparing in camp was put on display today.” 
 
On the defense having the same attitude 
“It’s definitely the same attitude. It may be a little bit better as 
far as wanting to dominate the opponent. We’re clicking. It felt good 
to get that win today.” 
 
On his performance 
“I just try to stay in my lane and attack the game the way I usually 
do. The guys that stepped in: (Bradley) Roby, (Lorenzo) Doss, Kayvon 
(Webster). They played well. That shows the depth we have.” 
 
TREVOR SIEMIAN, QB  
 
On feeling the pressure to match Sanchez’s start 
“Not at all. I was pumped for Mark (Sanchez). Pumped for the offense. 
It’s our first live action. It was cool to see that kind of success on 
our opening drive.” 
 
On his local cheering crowd 
“I had a few. My folks made it up. A bunch of my old buddies, old 
players, were here. I couldn’t join them for the tailgate, but I will 
see a couple of them right after this.” 
 
On how far he’s come from last year 
“Quite a ways, no doubt. I’ve tried to stay pretty focus and keep my 
nose to the grindstone. I haven’t picked my head up and looked around. 
I’m pretty focused on the past year or so.” 
 


